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Message From the
Troll Dens

As Steve sits over  at his desk singing the “Cotton Eyed Joe” and Todd lingers
about his computer like a dusty dirt road around the General Store, I am busy
devising schemes and schematas, perilous plots and coniving conspiracies to
overtake the world with my little magazine.  To help with this dastardly deed,
I need your help.

Supporting this webzine has proveen a difficult and onerous task.  To wit, I
need the following things to help make it easier:

Saturday Nights - Please order me a pizza with all the trimmings.  I espe-
cially like sardines mixed with pineapples and some mustard on top.  Deli-
cious.

Every Morning  - I need one pack of smokes.  Now, for those of you who do
not smoke, don’t worry.  I
don’t smoke ‘em, I just
look at them.

Friday Night  - Please
supply me with some cash,
preferably $1 bills but any
small denomination will
do.

Wendsday Afternoon -
Please give me a nap.  Make it along one.

Overall - I need some new roach stompers (boots) and a raincatcher (hat) to
complete my ensemble.  I have my six shooter at my side and just saddled up
my holstein (could use a pail also, so milking in the morning isn’t such a
chore - if you know what I mean - holsteins are milk cows).

In any respect, we have just completed the World Builder’s Guide and even
sent it to the printer.  It should be coming to stores any day now - well, at least
in a couple of weeks.  Blood Royal is also wrapping up at the printer and is to
be on shelves in time for Xmas - this is a must have.

‘By Shadow of Night: Bergholt’ is finally (crossed fingers) wrapping up.  It
needs a little formating and a few edits but should be off to the printer by the
first week of December and available in early January.

Now if we could just figure out what Volume and Issue means???

Contents

As this little Webzine is approaching an astounding eight
pages, we thought it might be helpful to put up  a table of
contents.  Or, maybe we are just taking up space.  Who
knows? Who cares? It’s Freeeee!

1: Releases and “Message from the Troll Den’
2: Ogres by Bjorn Strohecker
3: Artist of the month - The secret Diary of Scott
             Purdy
4: The Winter Goblins
5: Winter Goblins, Movie Review and more
6: Inzae: The Graffenvold
7: Commentary and Stuff
8: Order from us and recieve a Thank You (plus
              some product)

The World Builder’s Guide is finally off to the printer.  One can
get a preview of the book from the Troll Lord Games website.
This is a must have product for any DM seeking ot flesh out his

or her gaming environment.  It
has come straight from the
mind of one of the best adven-
ture creators and most imagi-
native writers in the business
- Gary Gygax.

This is the second of an eight
part series concerning world
building.  All written by the
Master himself.  The next in
the series is ‘Every Day Life.’
The first was the “Canting
Crew..”

Off to the Printer

Free



OF OGRES
Bjorn Strohecker

Ogre Physiology
It is not known where or when the race of the ogres first saw the light of
day.  These large humanoids are most likely related to the race of giant
and it is a common belief that they are the twisted offspring of the
chaos and evil already sufficiently twisted into hill giants.  Ogre
legend has it that an evil giantess once seduced the great god of
the giants and subsequently gave birth to the very first ogre,
whom all of this race revere as their god to the present day.
Whether this is true or not hardly matters to the hapless wan-
derer who falls prey to their ever-burning rage and great clubs.

Muscle-packed, wild-eyed, and standing nine to ten feet tall, an
ogre is a fearsome sight to behold.  Their stature is hulking with
an enormous chest, bandy legs, huge arms, and stooped shoulders.
The average ogre weighs between 300 and 450 pounds.  Their heads
always seem a little too small on their broad shoulders, their receding foreheads and
protruding lower jaws, with clearly visible fangs, give them a brutish appearance.
Their teeth are orange upon birth and turn into a brownish black with age.  Small,
pig-like eyes of red, yellowish or purple colour with white pupils stare from below
shaggy eyebrows and draw the viewer’s attention away from the big, misshapen
nose.  An ogre’s ears are small and pointed.  Their mostly brown or black hair grows
long and greasy from their heads.  Neither male nor female ogres have beards.

Their tough, leathery skin offers them more protection than most leather armour
can.  It ranges in colour from a light, dull yellow to a dark brown or may, in rare
cases, be a sickly violet.  While male ogres grow light, fluffy body hair, their female
counterparts are hairless except for the hair on their heads.  The older ogres get, the
more warts and bumps seem to develop on their backs, adding much to their repul-
sive appearance.

Their two strong legs end in seemingly oversized, five-toed feet with talon-like
nails, granting them a good grip on almost any surface.  The two powerful, slightly
elongated arms are packed with muscles and reach down to the knees when stand-
ing upright. The hands are big and rough with four thick fingers and opposing
thumbs.  The ogre skeleton is very durable and the bones are heavier and stronger
than those of most humanoids, even when scaled to proper relations.  Neither an
ogre’s fangs nor his clawed feet are suited as natural weapons in combat, although
a blow from an ogre’s fist is a deadly threat due to their frightening strength.

Besides the body hair, the most notable distinction between male and female ogres
is their weight.  While males  tend to be very muscular and in a good physical
condition, females are mostly obese and shapeless.  This is not a natural state but
merely an effect of a patriarchal society in which obesity symbolises fertility.  Fe-
males weigh about 100 pounds more than their average male counterparts.

All ogres exude a pungeant odour in a radius of at least five feet.  This is partially the
result from their strange diet and metabolism, partially from their lack of hygiene.
This odour is in no way harmful but rather adds to their overall disgusting appear-
ance.  Furthermore, their absence of cleanliness attracts lots of vermin.  Flies often
surround them like buzzing clouds and their skin often crawls with ticks and fleas.

Their clothing is mostly composed of roughly sewn and poorly tanned furs or hu-
manoid skins, which intensify the unpleasant stench surrounding ogres.  They never
wear boots or shoes, as such garments would render the claw-like nails of their feet
useless.  They happily use chain mail or other pieces of armour fitting their size if
they can obtain it.  Ogres are not very skilled at crafting things themselves, so when
they are encountered wearing armour, it has most likely been pilfered from an un-
heeding giant.  There is no difference between male and female ogre clothing.  Huge
greatclubs and greatspears are the preferred weapons of ogres, although they nor-
mally are proficient with all simpler weapons.

All ogres are very fond of trophies.  They grace themselves with scalps, bones,
skulls, and whatever part of a victim’s body they may find suitable as an adorn-

ment.  Trophies also serve as symbols of strength and ferocity and at the same
time indicate an individual’s rank in the tribe.  The leader of an ogre tribe is

usually heavily decorated with a multitude of sick souvenirs from his past
battles.  Jewellery, like golden bracelets or pearl necklaces, is also very
popular among ogres.  As with armour, ogres do not know how these
things are crafted, so they once more have to rely on theft and plunder
to quench their desire for shiny decorations.  These are often worn
as earrings, necklaces as bracelets.

While the strength and constitution of both male and female
ogres are far superior to those of an average human, their clum-
siness is remarkable.  They have a lousy sense of balance and
watching an ogre try to hide or sneak up on someone may
develop into a rare scene of unintentional humour.

The ogre’s sense of sight and hearing is in no way excep-
tional and corresponds to human senses, as does their sense

of taste and touch.  Their sense of smell, on the other hand, seems to be rather
deadened to most odours.

Ogres speak their own, guttural language.  More intelligent ogres (those with an
intelligence score of 10 or more) may also speak common or the language of the
giants, trolls, or orcs.  There is no set of script symbols original to the ogres, but
those smart enough to know how to read and write use the orcish set of symbols
instead.  Anyone trying to read a text written in this manner must be able to speak
ogre in order to decipher it.  To anyone only familiar with the orcish language such
a text does not make any sense.  Most ogres, except for a tribe’s shaman, are nor-
mally illiterate.

The Cycle of Life
After a pregnancy of ten to twelve months, ogre females usually give birth to a single
infant.  Only around every fiftieth female brings forth twins.  An average baby
weighs between forty and fifty pounds and measures two to three feet upon birth.
Ogre children appear to be extremely fat and bloated.  Their heads remain bald for
the first four to six years of their lives.  Their special appearance stirs the maternal
instinct of the females and protects them from the adult males of the tribe.  This
natural safety precaution is sometimes applicable to individuals of other races who
match this pattern.  There are known accounts for human children being spared
during ogre attacks because they were obese and bald headed.

Nursed for approximately two years, ogre children grow and mature fast.  Their
build starts to change from obese to muscular roughly around their fifth birthday.
Then follows a period of adolescence, which lasts five to seven years and is offi-
cially completed with the initiation into the tribe.  At the age of twelve, ogres are
fully matured but reach the highpoint of their physical strength after thirty years.
They gain one point of strength and constitution for every six years beyond the
twelfth until they are thirty years old.  They remain strong and healthy until they
reach sixty years.  Then their constitution and strength begin to deteriorate at a rate
of one point of strength and constitution for every five years beyond the sixtieth.  An
ogre is considered old upon his eightieth year and venerable at ninety years.  Most
ogres do not reach such an old age, though, as the younger and stronger tribe mem-
bers often cast them out or simply slay them when they get to weak to be of any use
to the tribe.  Ogres are able to propagate between their twelfth and eightieth year.
They mate as often as they can, so an ogre mother may well have fifteen to twenty
children.

There is no special activity cycle for ogres.  They eat, sleep, and hunt whenever they
feel the time is right for it.  Besides some more or less regular patrols, their day is not
scheduled.  However, if nothing keeps them from doing so, ogres sleep during the
night.  Unlike trolls, orcs, or gnolls, ogres have no darkvision.  Therefore, they
prefer daylight for hunting and raiding, although they sometimes try to ambush
more powerful parties under the cover of darkness.



Artists of the
Month
Scott Purdy

Some may question the journalistic integrity of the follow-
ing article for, to acquire the information below, I had to char-
ter a flight to London, assume an identity as a dress wearing
scottsman, sneak across the English countryside on all fours
(lots of pheasants), break into Scotts house (my considerable
skill in this area involves a diversionary tactic of lighting fire
to a neighbors house and bashing a window out with a large
brick), find his room and sneak away with his diary without
him noticing.

As the previous interview
may have indicated to you, the
reader, Scotts skills in subter-
fuge and mortal combat are
nothing to be sleighted.  But my
miniscule size and rat like
contenance served me well.
Scott must have thought I was
some vermin and I heard him
mumble as I left, “I’ll stomp it
into oblivion in the morning.”

I would have made well my es-
cape with Scott’s entire diary
had it not been for one mistake

on  my part.  Apparently Scottsmen do not wear dresses.  They
wear kilts, and these are, apparently plaids.  My pink too too and
lime green halter must have stuck  out like a sore thumb because
some band of brothers named Bobby whaled me  nearly to death
and retrieved Scotts diary.  Most of it.  I slunk away with a few
pages.  And I, the ultimate journalist, present them to you.

1816 - I told Jerome that their was free wine in the Chateu in the
valley near Waterloo.  The French!! They are so easy to manipu-
late.  I have to say Uncle Na-
poleon was none to happy with
the outccome of that little ven-
ture.

1872 - Reached Timbuktu to-
day.  Doesn’t that just beat all.
All these years I was told what
a wonderful place this was and
how deserted it was.  And all I
find are a bunch of French
cheese merchants selling their
overpriced Brie.

1901-Teddy is a horrible
hunter.  He has to use gatling guns to take down Antelope.  We
fought and I told him to leave this continent before he kils every
living thing here.  What a pointless life some of these Americans
have.  I told him he needs to start digging ditches or something.

1917-JR was whining again this morning.  ‘Ohhh... the bomb-
ing, the mud, my twead jacket.’
I found a way to calm him down.
“Imagine the huns are cruel beasts
lead by a great evil warlord and
just think of the French as little
green elfs in a garden or better yet,
recall your wife’s image - do
something but whine.’  Now he
won’t stop writing.  I am about to
throw his lazy behind over the
trench.

1929-America is CRAZY.  So I decided to do something chari-
table today.  I sold some valuable stock for way less than it is
worth.  About a 90% discount.  I just wanted to do someone a
favor and share my wealth.  Well, next thing I know everyone is
selling stock 90% below cost and then, no one wanted to buy
anything.  All I remember now is a big
crash.

1941-I used the wrong map today.  A little
too much sake last night methinks.  So I
tell old Hirohito, ‘no, this is Diego Garcia,
its not Hawaii...’ woops my  bad.

All the art here is debuted in the upcom-
ing ‘Blood Royal.’  None of this was
printed with anyone’s permisssion.
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Part Three of Three parts

In reprisal the Dwarves sacked the Goblin Holes and rooted out their
fell Queen, Ogoltay.  Immense in size, the massive creature could not
move herself, but lay upon her side, birthing eggs of Goblins all the
while.  They could not slay her, for the root of her lay deep in the world.
But they bound her, using magic of the forge, and encased her in a
temple of stone.  Iron guardians they set to guard her, and they buried
the temple beneath the earth.  So she remained for many years, until
after winter’s dark.

~~  As is recorded in The
Codex of Erde

In time, these Goblins ventured forth into the wide world.  Ever in small
bands, led by their chiefs, those Eldritch Goblins born to the new Queen.  They
kept to secret ways and hid from any and all and when war came they avoided it,
using their magic and their abilities to keep themselves from harm’s way.  Their
skin, tinted blue, served them as camouflage in the world of Winter.

In this manner the Winter Goblins traveled far, learning much of the world and its
peoples, all the while remaining hidden from the horned god’s world.  In time they
learned of the fate of Feures and many railed against the dark god and cursed
Unklar.  Grief torn many vowed to hunt down the sword and find the magic which
made their Father King whole.

When war came they took no side, bent only on finding the lost magic of the
Ungrothol.  But the Winter Dark Wars were long and few escaped the horror of
those days and at last they were drawn into the maelstrom.  In the latter days of the
war, one of their number, Uru-oth, learned that the young Empress of Outremere
possessed great knowledge of the powers and hidden treasures of Unklar.  She it
was who took possession of the Cunae Mundus Usquam so he thought to himself
that she could locate the Ungrothol as well.

Pryzmira welcomed the Goblin, as many of the Goblin kin were allies to the Coun-
cil and their minions.  She marveled at his skin and his bearing bore little likeness
to the malice and evil of many other of that race.  This she noted and spoke with
Uru-oth as if a Prince.  For his part he measured her for this kindness and respect.
Though the Empress could not aid him in his particular quest, she offered him
whatever services the young Empire could.  Soon, a genuine friendship arose be-
tween the Empress and the Goblin, now styled a Lord amongst his people.

This friendship eventually led to an alliance between the two peoples and the Win-
ter Goblins soon became a common place in the cities and towns of Outremere.
The Empress used them as scouts and hunters and in turn the Goblins cherished the
comfort of living in the Empire.  In time she counted them amongst her most
valued allies.

Though many folk of the Empire, looked upon the Winter Goblins with disdain,
they lived there in some comfort and security as they do still.  Though they have
never forgotten their quests and many still wander the wilds of Erde and many
more still remain in the far northern fastness of Nyc-Atal, they live most happily in

the realm of their Empress, Pryzmira, on the shores of the Amber Sea.

Personality: Winter Goblins lived a secretive life during the Winter Dark bending
their minds to the avoidance of the greater races when they could.  Because of this
they have become reserved, almost reclusive humanoids.  This is coupled with a
tremendous cunning born of these years.  The Winter Goblins passed much time in
games of strategy and making and unmaking puzzles and traps of ingenious de-
sign.  It is said that they still delight in these games and rival all in unmaking the
most complex of puzzles.

Physical Description: Much like their cousins, Winter Goblins are small in stat-
ure with lean, angular features, wide crooked hands and narrow clawed feet.  Their
facial features are dominated by wide eyes that tend to be yellow or green.  Their
light diets and the corrupting influence of the Shroud of Darkness have left them
with a crumpled skin of light blue or white complexion.

Relations: Winter Goblins don’t associate with many races though they have de-
veloped an affinity for Halflings and some Elves (most notably those few who
remained upon Erde during the reign of the Winter Dark).  As a general rule they
avoid Dwarves and Gnomes.  They have an unabiding hatred of the Orcs and all
their kin.  As for the Ungern, they are the most despised and are slaughtered upon
sight.  Their treatment of other Goblins is always guarded and cautious.  Of all the
human kingdoms only Outremere has established friendly relations with the Win-
ter Goblins, here they find employment and refuge in the Imperial Court.

Alignment: Winter Goblins tend to be Neutral or Lawful Neutral.  They benefit
from living in a secluded society.  There are, of course, a full range of alignments
found within their ranks, but those at the extremes tend to be very rare.

Winter Goblin Society: The Queen is worshiped as a goddess and serves the race
in that capacity.  They look to Feures as the Father King, father of their race and
long for the day that that Goblin can return to rule over them.  The race, or nation is
referred to as the Kaldun, in the Vulgate “those of Cold Feet,” or more commonly,
the Winter Goblins.

In reality however the Winter Goblins are ruled by a King, who is chosen for his
personal power and the number of his retainers.  The King generally rules the
Kaldun from Nyc Atal and has titular control over the manifold clans, what the
Winter Goblins refer to as the Ajdar.

Each Ajdar is in turn ruled by an Eldritch Goblin who is a particularly powerful
shaman or warrior.  The Ajdar are tough fighting bands, those Goblins who have
left Ncy Atal and entered into the wild world in search of the Father King or the
Ungrothol.  No matter the distance, the Ajdar keep in close contact with Ncy Atal,
from where they gain replacements, information and coordinate with other Ajdar.
They are relatively loose bands, and it is not unknown for one Goblin to quit an
Ajdar and go off on his own or start his own Ajdar.

These Ajdar’s are spread throughout Erde, and consist of from five to several hun-
dred Goblins.  In general, each Ajdar is small, averaging about a dozen to 20 mem-
bers.  A Winter Goblin refers to himself by his Ajdar, “I am Moqdq-Dce of Uru-Oth
Ajdar.”

**Note:  Uzian has given birth to several females Goblins, but these have all left the
nest to rule their own Ajdar but never to breed.  Very few female Winter Goblins can
actually conceive (less than 0.001% or one in every 100,000).



MoMoMoMoMovie Rvie Rvie Rvie Rvie Reeeeevievievievieviewwwww                                    Davis Chenault

‘The Lord of the Rings’ or ‘How Landed English Gentry Gained a
little too much Weight, Got Divorced and Disappeared.’

You notice how all the Hobbits in Lord of the Rings are single, well except
of course Samwise... and Pippin... and well, Merry.  Anyway, I am trying to
make a point here not build a supreme court case.   Back to the subject at
hand.  There are a lot of single hobbits floating around Bree late on a Sat-
urday night, carousing and having a good ‘ol time slopping down Bree
Beer and smoking that infamous ‘pipeweed.’  Others are off wandering
around ‘Middle Earth’ killing trolls, ogres, orcs, goblins, dragons and other
nasties - as well as playing a few rounds of golf with goblin heads.

Many people/critics/armchair generals have eaten, chewed, digested, regur-
gitated,  passed and analyzed those lofty anxiety ridden tomes written by
JRR Tolkien oh so many years ago.  Many have gone on to try and figure
out exactly what it is JRR Tolkien was trying to write about (obviously not
hobbits).  As any ‘modern’ literary critic knows, this is not a fairy tale
about tiny do-gooders and tall evil-doers, but an expression of something
much more (like maybe Tolkein was small and got beat up a lot as a kid).
Several have opined that Hobbiton represents an agrarian lifestyle while
the evil Sauron represents encroaching industrialization.  (You will note
the subtle messages in the names; S-a-u-ron = USA and Ron = Ron(ald
Reagan) while Hobbiton backwards is ‘Not I Bob,  h’?( a phrase common
in ‘the times’ indicating a desire not be involved in something that isn’t a
get rich quick scheme - Clever huh?)  Anyway, others suggest that Sauron
and his lands are Germany in WWII while the Hobbits and their lands are
peaceful British agriculturalist.  The elves, of course, are French.  There are
other interpretations.  But I have a better one.

Who are the Hobbits?  Why they are Mr Tolkien himself.  Notice the resem-
blance between Tolkien and Bilbo.  Both wear twead, smoke copious
amounts of pipe-weed, drink beer and... write about Hobbits and their ad-
ventures.  So... What about this Ring thing and all its binding stuff.  A
‘ring’ symbolizes marriage and let me tell you, the way Tolkien describes
marriage ain’t too nice.  So Bilbo and the rest of the world want to pitch
this ‘ring’ into the fires of ork - or something.  What he is saying is, he is
fed up with marriage and is ready to pitch the whole thing, baby, bathwater
and all into the pits undoing (ensuring it can ever be reforged).  Then, all
these mini-Tolkien’s (read British landed gentry) can go hopping around
killing dragons (eating bangers), drinking mead (literal), making merry and
playing golf.  I mean, that’s what life’s all about right.

Sound like a midlife crisis to you?  I am of the opinion Mr J. R. and his wife
had one too many fights over his campus shenanigans (I hear he actually
started the whole ‘steam tunnel’ fiasco that haunts us to this day) and he
decided to get back at her by writing a book about it.

So throwing the ring away is nothing more than a wished for divorce.  And,
apparently, all Tolkein and his kin really want to do is slap on a few pounds
(all Hobbits eventually gain a few tires about the waist) quaff some mead
(notice how not one Hobbit abstains from this - ‘AA’ would have a field
day in Hobbiton) and dally about the world killing stuff (talk about re-
pressed anger).

Also consider the elves.  These are asexual forest people living in com-
munes.  Sounds like wistful rememberances of an English boy’s school as
well agrarian retreats.   Also, when you wear the ring you  ‘disappear.’
Marriage as identity crisis?  The list goes on.

Anyway, what, may you ask, does this have to with the movie? Don’t know,
never saw it, but I hear its really good.  Wait for the DVD though.  It has to
be better than the movie -always are (or so I hear, I don’t own any DVDs).

Religion: Winter Goblins worship their Queen, Uzian.  She is neutral, an align-
ment which reflects her seclusion from normal Goblin society.  Raised in the far
north in Nyc Atal by Feures she came to reflect many of his traits.  And Feures was
never an evil Goblin.  She appears as a long, lean creature, perhaps 7 feet tall,
though mostly she moves on all fours.  Much like her mother, Uzian lays clutches
of eggs from which the Winter Goblins are born.  The vast majority of these hatchlings
are drones, some are soldiers, other sorcerers and so on.  All Winter Goblins pray to
her as their primary deity.  Her holy symbol consists of 5 hollow reeds, four hang-
ing from the fifth.  Winter Goblins use these to communicate as well.

Language: Winter Goblins can speak a variety of languages, but their own lacks
any spoken words. Amongst themselves they communicate by whistles, clicks,
and noises made with the throat and nose.  This is augmented by the Reeds, which
they use to make a wide variety of signals and sounds to communicate.  This
language is almost impossible for most of the other races to master (an intel. of 16
along with two points of intel. modifiers are required to learn this language), though
in truth, few even consider it a language.  They speak Goblin and Vulgate naturally
and can learn other languages as per their abilities.

Names: Names should be consonant heavy (Feures and Uzian both benefit from
being Classic Erdian Goblins so do not follow the rule) with a heavy usage of “U”
or “O” as vowels.  In formal speech, a Winter Goblin’s given name is followed by
the Ajdar or clan name (see above).  Examples of Winter Goblins names are: Uchtno,
Moqdq-Dce, or Adoch-Vouq.

Adventurers: Winter Goblins wander far and wide, often alone, but occasionally
with others of their own race, or even some of differing races.  At heart, they all
quest for the Ungrothol and somewhere in their adventures, this ancient sword
always plays a part.

NeNeNeNeNew City Guide and Adw City Guide and Adw City Guide and Adw City Guide and Adw City Guide and Advvvvventureentureentureentureenture

War is brewing between the thieves of the
NachtKrichen guild and the Freelancers.  ‘Tis
said that the Crna Ruk assassins, those faceless
minions of the horned god, are pulling the strings.
And not least, there are reports that the Undead
have come to Ihlsa  It is in this maelstrom that
the party must survive.

SASASASASAINT ANTOINT ANTOINT ANTOINT ANTOINT ANTON’S FIN’S FIN’S FIN’S FIN’S FI RERERERERE
An older module by our newest staff writer, Carolyn Parker.

The town of St. Anton lies quiet.  Not so much as a dog can be heard, and
no creatures stir in the still of the night.  Through back alleys and quiet
streets, along the castle walls, and the whole town, all seem transformed into
a dreamlike lull.  Cobble-stoned paths wind lazily up and down small hills,
and in the moonlight, sagging balconies and arching trees bow idly over the
streets.  There is evil afoot in St. Anton.  The
Duke’s son is dead, murdered by some
eldritch power.  But there are darker plots
still.

This adventure challenges players in a unique
way.  They must navigate the thin line be-
tween good and evil, face nightmares unlike
any before.  One small slip, one mis-step and
the PCs may usher in a great evil or destroy
the perfect good.

We consider this one of our best adventures
to date.  If you like The Lion in Ropes, this
is a must have.



IIIIINZAE
Overview of the RealmsOverview of the RealmsOverview of the RealmsOverview of the RealmsOverview of the Realms

Bergholt and Principalities:  Bergholt is a large city (pop. @13,000)
located on the Interzae.  Its commercial ties have made it prosperous.  Many
outlying towns and thorps have strong economic - though not military or
politial ties to the city.

The Upper Vindig:  Isenborg is the principle city in the Upper Vindig.  It
sits astride the ever important crossing of the Vindig River.  Several cities
up and down the river are connected via family ties to the rulers in Isenborg.

The Lower Vindig:  Principally this refers to the scattered and small com-
munities along the Vindig River.  However, this region incorporates one of
the most significant religious sites in the region at Kreutxmarc.

The Edemark:  A non-aligned group of settlements and thorps variously
aligned to Halpveg or the Lower Vindig, though usually independent.

Halpveg and Holdings:  The Baron Premiger rules this region with an
iron fist.  All the holdings belong to him.  Variously at war with the Lower
Vindig and the Dalemark.

Dalemark:  The Dalemark is run by a local potentate who only recently
brought these towns and cities together under one rule.  Often at war with
Halpveg and occasionally with Firstenfeld.

Marlland:   This is little more than a losse confederation of towns who
have banded together to offset the growing power and determined acquisi-
tions of Firstenfeld.  Often aligned with the Dalemark and the Faaderland

Firstenfeld and Principalities: The largest metropolis (pop. @16,000) in
the region, Firstenfeld is a fast growing, wealthy city eagerly acquiring
non-aligned and poorly defended neighboring cities and towns.

The Faaderland:  An ancient confedation of cities ruled by a council of
dwarven warlords.  Their is an undying enmity with Firstenfeld that often
flares up into open conflict.

The Drazkleed:  A kingdom of goblin, the Kdyzj, who are generally on
good terms withh all their neighbors excepting the Zjerd of the Dampfrat.

The Dampfrat:  The vast mire and swamp that once contained various
warring tribes of goblins.  These goblins, the Zjerd, have only very recently
combined under the leadership of a powerful warlord named Grodge and
their armies are rapidly moving north.

MMMMMany players have been introduced to the world
of Inzae though the “Death on the Treklant’ series.  The
modules ‘Vakhund,’ ‘Dzeebagd,’ and ‘Felsentheim’ were ad-
ventures allowing players to explore this unique campaign setting.
The upcoming release of ‘By Shadow of Night: Bergholt’ and ‘Beneath the
Black Moon: Bergholt’ will allow those who enjoyed the previous mod-
ules and those who missed them to more fully explore this campaign set-
ting.   At least one article in each subsequent Seeker will be devoted to
further detailing this campaign setting.  The focus of the first set of articles
is detailing the environs in which this series of modules islocated.

IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction
IIIIInzae is Erde’s Inner World and the name for the Earth Dragon who created
it.  However, it is not located on the inner crust of Erde nor in many other
conventional sense located ‘within’ Erde.  Inzae is bound within infinite
space and time inside Unklar’s construction.  For, when Unklar bent the
world of Erde and made it round he enclosed Inzae and her creations by his
actions.  This was, in part, Unklar’s intention.  For Unklar  knew he could
not defeat Inzae or remove her from the byways of existence as the All
Father had been removed.  So he devised a method to close her of from the
world in which he would reside.  Thus, by bending Erde and connecting its
hitherto unconnected parts, Unklar trapped Inzae within Erde.

IIIIInzae is a world unto itself.  The Earth Dragon, long beat into dark unrest-
ful slumber, is no more and the elves, dwarves humans and others who
slaved for her for many long aeons have since risen and made their mark
upon the world.  And, in one of those backwaters of Inzae we find the
Graffenvold, home to many wary creatures eaking a precarious existence
from the frontiers of civilization.

Realms of the GraffenvoldRealms of the GraffenvoldRealms of the GraffenvoldRealms of the GraffenvoldRealms of the Graffenvold
TTTTThe Graffenvold is split up into seven realms.  Each is independent unto
itself.  Several of these are merely loose confederations, some little more
than city states and the others cities loosely aligned by military or eco-
nomic ties.

WWWWWithin each realm are several entities which can act independently of their
rulers and often switch loyalties depending upon need.  The realms often
align with one another to offset the growing power of a com-
peting area.  These alliances are, more often than not, short
lived and very undependable.  Squabbles and fights between
the realms are common though outright warfare is rare.

CCCCCurrently a war is underway though.  The goblins of the
Dampfrat, the Zjerd, have banded together and begun storm-
ing towns and settlements on the north side of the Treklnat
Creek.  Their early successes have propelled them forward as
more and more outlying Zjerd tribes join the war banner of
Grodge.  The ravaging of the Edemark and the Lower Vindig
have begun.

IIIIIn their wake and along the fringes of the Zjerd armies, nu-
merous unaligned bandit warlords are wrealing a havoc not
seen in the area for several centuries.  The most powerful of
these, the Magdole Gang, has penetrated as for as the outlying
districts of the Principalities of Bergholt.



Seal of Approval

Davis Chenault’s Gaming recipe of the Bi-Week
Cheap Eats

If you can’t afford fancy things like Monteray Jack Cheese and Caviar, I have
foolproof method of getting cheap good food for a night’s gamin’.

1) One dose of favors
2) Two doses of pity
3) One really light finger
4) One guiltless look (or puppy eyes as they are more commonly known)

Combine favors people owe you (real or imagined - preferably imagined) to
borrow a drink (be sure to repay Tuesday), add a pity plea or two for starving
gamers, mix well with a light finger in the chips and dips and claim innocence.

Caroline Parker’s Gaming Recipe
of the bi-Week

Basic Quesadillas
Makes 4

4  teaspoons canola oil
8   corn or flour tortillas
2  cups grated cheese, like queso
    blanco or Monterey Jack
One can add diced chicken, shrimp or steak as a filler.
   Sour cream, for serving (optional)
   Tomato Salsa, for serving (optional)
   Guacamole, for serving (optional)

  1.  Heat a skillet over medium heat, and add 1/2 teaspoon oil.
When oil is hot, place 1 tortilla in pan; sprinkle with 1/4 cup
grated cheese, 1/4 cup filling, if using, and another 1/4 cup grated
cheese. Top with second tortilla, and cook until cheese is melt-
ing and the bottom of tortilla is golden brown. Flip, and cook
until golden on both sides, the cheese is melted, and the filling
hot.

  2.  To serve, cut quesadillas into wedges, and serve with sour
cream, salsa, and guacamole on the side, if desired. Repeat with
the remaining ingredients, serving each quesadilla hot from the
pan. (If you are feeding a large group, keep the quesadillas warm
in a 300 degree oven on a baking sheet until ready to serve.)

A Bold NeA Bold NeA Bold NeA Bold NeA Bold New Adw Adw Adw Adw Advvvvventureentureentureentureenture

Murder and rebellion, war and dark sorcery!
Into a tableau of intrigue are thrust the he-
roes who must make their way through knot-
ted mazes of wood and thistle to find a way
to save or destroy a king.  In the Detmold
they find themselves called to Pelangard the
castle of goodly King Pelan  where they must
unravel the tangled knots of treachery that

threaten to destroy his realm.   The module is designed for 4-6
characters of level 4-8 but may be scaled to accommodate lower
level or higher level PCs as the referee deems fit.  It is designed
and compatible with the MaterMaze series from Dwarven Forge.
Playable in the World of Erde.  TLG 1902, $10.95, 48 pages.

WWWWWelcelcelcelcelcooooommmmme te te te te tooooo
CleavCleavCleavCleavCleavererererer...............

The dregs of society have been scoured and its nastiest, most foul, vile,
and disgusting members hauled out and are now to be made account-
able for their actions.  The Empire will tolerate them no longer.  Crimi-
nals, louts, bums, homeless, ner-do-wells, traitors, and all unsavory so-
cial miscreants are being plucked off the street and thrown into

The PThe PThe PThe PThe Pit...it...it...it...it...
Here, they will thrash it out with fist, axe, sword and cleaver to prove their
worth to society. Only after surviving many grueling, bloody contests in
the Emperor’s personal gladiatorial rink will they be offered a chance at
citizenship.  But the foul scum should not set their sites so high, for only
one shall emerge from The Pit alive...

‘Cleaver, The Pit’ is a new game under production here at the Troll Lord
Games head office.  Spearheaded by none other than Davis Chenault -
the blood thirstiest DM in the business.  The game is one of gladiatorial
combat - pure and simple.  More with each issue of The Seeker.

Letters to the Editor
If you have comments on any article in The Seeker, Troll Lord Game Products or just
want to know something, please feel free to ask.  Email Davis Chenault at
davis@trolllord.com entitling the email as letter to editor.

Dear Editor

I remember a copy of The Seeker I recieved at your booth at Gen Con last
year.  It was a little longer than the previous two and contained a few
intersting articles on history.  Will you be bringing these back and will
you be making this available in hardcopy?

Tim Farrow

Hmm.. if Steve were not so lazy and would be willing ot write a few hundered more
words a day, then yes - but he is, so no.  :)

Actually, yes we are bringing back the Historical Notes.  These are going to be short and
many parted pieces describing things that interest us and hopefully you.  Expect the first
one in the next Seeker.  As for moving this to hardcopy.  Well, its a little too short and its
PDF anyway so people can make a copy of it themsleves.  But perhaps one day.

Davis

Dear Editor

I really enjoyed the last Seeker.  The interview with Scott Purdy was
hillarious.  I have one question,  in your movie reviews, do you plan to
review movies or just talk?

Mark Sandy

Movie Reviews as an avenue to review a movie... hmmm, there’s a thought!
Davis



Troll Lord Games
Winter Catalog

1001 After Winter Dark Campaign $5.00
1002 Map to After Winter Dark $5.00
1010 The Codex of Erde (d20) $34.95
1011 Book of Familiars (d20) $29.95
1202 Dzeebagd: Under Dark . . . (d20) $7.00
1203 Felsentheim: Dogs of War (d20) $6.95
1204 By Shadow of Night (d20 Comp) $16.95
1205 The Black Moon (d20 Comp) $16.95
1206 Nefarious Tidings (d20 Comp) $16.95
1401 A Lion in the Ropes (d20) (2nd pr) $6.95
1501 Galal’s Grave (d20) $6.00
1601 The Malady of Kings (d20) $7.00
1602 Winter Runes, BR I  (d20 Comp) $16.95
1603 Blood Runes, BR II (d20 Comp) $16.95
1650 Imperial Horde (d20 Comp) $16.95
1651 Winter Horde (d20 Comp) $16.95
1701 The Mortality of Green (d20) $6.95
1702 Vakhund: Into the Unknown (d20) $6.95
1703 The Fantastic Adventure (d20) $6.95
1801 Heart of Glass (d20 Comp) $16.95
1901 St. Anton’s Fire (d20) $10.95
1902 Blood Royal $10.95
3001 The Canting Crew (GFW vol I) $34.95
3002 A World Builder’s Guide (GFW vol II) $29.95
3010 The Hermit by Gary Gygax (d20 advent) $13.95
4001 The Lost City of Gaxmoor $20.95
5200 Dark Druids $11.95

DISCOUNT    DISCOUNTDISCOUNT    DISCOUNTDISCOUNT    DISCOUNTDISCOUNT    DISCOUNTDISCOUNT    DISCOUNT
DISCOUNTDISCOUNTDISCOUNTDISCOUNTDISCOUNT

Because we are reintroducing ‘The Seeker,’ Troll Lord Games is
offering a one time discount on all purchases made through the
Troll Lord Games home office.

To all recipients of ‘The Seeker’ we are offering a 15% dis-
count on everything in our product line.

Additionally, for any purchase of $100.00 or more, we are offer-
ing a 20% discount.

For those who purchase the ‘Codex of Erde’ we are offering the
map for free.

And finally, for those who help us expand our mailing list we are
offering an additional 5% discount on products.  So sign up a
friend or send us his or her address. This latter discount does not
stack with itself but can be used in conjunction with those dis-
counts mentioned above.

The discount is void where prohibited.
ContactTodd at seeker@trolllord.com

For retailer discounts and distributor discounts
contact retailer@trolllord.com


